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Modern Chemistry requires to handle complex stereochemical
problems with a computer. Therefore, it is necessary to find a suit-
able way of modelling ensembles of molecules and their reactions.
This kind of modelling must also consider dynamic structural prop-
erties of molecules. This cannot be described sufficiently by rigid
models.
Developing concepts and computer programs for describing stereo-
chemical and constitutional regards simultanously requires an ex-
act chemical nomenclature. Thus, a nomenclature must be found
which is easily applicable and produces onlyasmall amount of
data.
Especially concerning stereochemistry this nomenclature must be
app1icable to atoms of any validity. No rules for special cases
should be defined. For a definite description of ensembles of mole-
cules our algorithms profit by topological and graph theoretical
methods. Based on uncoloured molecular graphs, first the chemical
nature of the vertices and finally by group theoretical aspects
stereochemistry is introduced. This hierachical ordering allows to
compare structural properties of chemical different molecules.
Thus, for example reaction patterns of molecules can be trans-
ferred between chemical different but structural identical ensem-
bles.

GRAPHS OF MOLECULES

Many properties of molecules are represented by their (chemical)
graphs.l "
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Scheme 1. Stereochemical specification of ensembles of molecules.

Let M be an ensemble of molecules consisting of a set of atoms A = {av
a2, ... , an} and a set of bonds B = {bv b2, ... , bm}. All bonds between two
connected atoms are described by only one edge e. Bonds with delocalized
electrons and multi centre bonds are separated by an according number of
edges. The style of the bond is characterized by labels. The set V of vertices
which corresponds to A and the set E build the Graph G.

Figure 1. Molecule 1 The graph of 1 The arbitrarily labeled graph of 1

The adjacency matrix and the distance matrix of a molecule

The connectivity of the atoms of a given molecule represents the topo-
logical properties of the graph.

The adjacency matrix A(G) of the graph G(M) reflects the connectivities
of the molecule M. For the calculation of this matrix the nodes of G must
be enumerated.

The adjacency matrix is simply calculated from the list of bonds of M.
For any atoms connected by an edge the corresponding entries aij are set to 1.
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a.= { I, if i and) are connected
'1

0, else {

0, ifi=)

d;j = else, the shortest distance between i and)

Figure 2. Calculation of the adjacency matrix and the distance matrix.

The sum of all entries in the row j is called the degree of the vertex. Note
that it may differ from the chemical valence of the corresponding atom.

Another important matrix for the topological analysis of chemical graphs
is the distance matrix D.5,6,7 D contains the shortest distances dij between
all vertices of G.

TOPOLOGICAL BASIS FOR STRUCTURING CHEMICAL GRAPHS

Topology of the non-coloured chemical graph

Let the topology of a single atom be defined as the shortest distances to
all other atoms of an ensemble of molecules. This is expressed by the num-
ber of edges between the corresponding vertices. In an ensemble ofmolecules
with n atoms all vertices which are not connected will get the entry n.

The entries of the distance matrix reflect the distances between the cor-
responding atoms. The atoms with the same topological surrounding get the
same entries, however, in a different order. To find such equivalent atoms, the
number of neighbours in a given distance is calculated. Thus, a new matrix -
the layer matrix=+" - is compiled. The numbers of the first, second, .. neigh-

TABLE I

Priorities in 1

Atom
Neighbours

Priority
pt 2nd 3rd 4th

5 4 2 2 0 1
3 3 5 0 0 2
2 3 2 3 0 3
6 1 3 2 2 4
8 1 3 2 2 4
9 1 3 2 2 4
4 1 2 5 0 7
1 1 2 2 3 8
7 1 2 2 3 8
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Figure 3. Tartaric acid and the corresponding graph with priorities.

bours creat a new order by which temporary priorities are given to the at-
oms. If there are atoms with the same priority those of their neighbours are
analysed. These are sorted and then used to calculate new priorities. These
steps are recursively repeated, until there are no more changes.

The application of this algorithm results in the topological priorities of
the non-coloured chemical graph. Topologically equivalent atoms get the
same priority.

The topological priorities provide an ordering of the atoms. Atoms with
equivalent indices may be interchanged. This may be interpreted as free ro-
tations (e.g. CH3-groups) or symmetries (ethen, benzene, tartaric acid, etc.).

Important stereochemical aspects of these non-coloured graphs are
shown for the example of tartaric acid (Figure 3). The atom with the priority 1
has four topologically different ligands (1, 3, 5, 9) and may be chiral. The
existence of an equivalent atom in the same molecule results here in an in-
nermolecular symmetry. Thus the number of possible stereoisomers is re-
duced.

Topology of the coloured chemical graph

So far, the chemical nature of the atoms has been suppressed for the fol-
lowing advantages:

• The machinery of graph theory is completely applicable.
• Molecules with similar skeletons but different chemical composition

are comparable.
• Patterns of reactions are applicable regardless of the chemical nature

of the atoms and bonds.

As following, the chemical nature of the vertices will be introduced as
an additional differentiation. Vertices with a lower atomic number are given
a lower priority.
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The following examples show the calculation of the priorities:

Figure 4. Molecule 2 arbitrarily enumerated Priorities in 2

TABLE II

Calculation of the priorities in 2

Atom Distance matrix Neighbours Priority PriorityAtom
1 2 3 4 l"t 2nd 3rd (non coloured) (coloured)

1 O 1 2 3 1 1 1 3 H 4
2 1 O 1 2 2 1 O 1 N 1
3 2 1 O 1 2 1 O 1 C 2
4 3 2 1 O 1 1 1 3 O 3

Figure 5. Molecule 3 arbitrarily enumerated Priorities in 3

TABLE III

Calculation of the priorities in 3

Atom Distance matrix Neighbours Priority PriorityAtom
1 2 3 4 l"t 2nd 3rd (non coloured) (coloured)

1 O 1 2 3 1 1 1 3 H 4
2 1 O 1 2 2 1 O 1 O 1
3 2 1 O 1 2 1 O 1 C 2
4 3 2 1 O 1 1 1 3 N 3

Important topics are:

• The group with the highest priority must be recalculated first.
• Within one step only the priorities of asingle group of equivalent in-

dices are changed.
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• Atoms within asingle group of equivalent indices and with the same
sort of atoms are not distinguishable.

• The steps are repeated until the priorities are constant.

The chemical distinction of the vertices cancels certain symmetries.

5"-13

/
15

Figure 6. Priorities in tartaric acid (A) in a derivate (B)

The symmetry in tartaric acid A is canceled by replacing asingle atom
(15).

CHARACTERIZING THE STEREOCHEMISTRY
OF MOLECULES BY THEIR TOPOLOGY

The theory of the chemical identity groups provides algebraic solutions
to stereochemical questions. An introduction is found in Refs. 11 and 12. The
permutational isomerism is the central part of this theory. This enables the
application of group theoretical methods to stereochemistry.

The new aspects of our approximation are the intensive analysis of the
chemical graphs of molecules and the modelling of stereochemical properties
by the stereochemical data of its monocentres. Particularly, an advantage is
that the cumbersome determination of the identity preserving permutations
of the molecule as a whole can be avoided. In the following context we only
consider monocentric permutation isomers, since the monocentres may be
combined to polycentric skeletons.

As models for the monocentres serve idealized structures like octahedra
for hexavalent atoms. They are not based on any metric data like bond
length or bond angles. Once the priorities are determined, the ligands of an
atomic centre can be characterized by the corresponding indices. Each li-
gand occupies a topological position of this model. Permutations of ligands
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idp •

2 m

Figure 7. Specification of the permutational isomers.

mean exchanges of the ligands on these positions. The relative arrangement
of the positions (e.g. axial) is fixed. Variations from the idealized model re-
sulting from different ligands or intramolecular or external forces can be
taken into consideration by an appropriate choice of the identity preserving
permutations. Molecular symmetries are caused exclusively by the relative
arrangement of identicalligands. The model of each topology must be pro-
vided only once time.

Generally, the identity preserving permutations (idp) are defined as per-
mutations that transform an ensemble of molecules into a chemically iden-
tical ensemble. The most important identity preserving permutations are
outer rotations, but they can also be caused by the identity of ligands,
isomerisations like tautomerism and fluctuations or delocalized electrons.

Considering the monocentre E with n different ligands L, there exist n!
permutation isomers, that form the family of permutation isomers P(E).
Some of these permutation isomers can be interconverted by identity pre-
serving permutations. The following group theoretical representation for
permutational isomerism is valid, if exclusively the outer rotations are
taken into account:

The family of permutation isomers forms the symmetric group Sn with
the cardinality n!. The identity preserving permutations build a subgroup
S(E) of Sit" Sn is divided into cosets of S(E), each of it represents asingle
permutational isomer. The cardinality of each of these cosets corresponds to
IS(E)I, since this is the number of outer rotations. Therefore the number of
different cosets is n!/IS(E)I.
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Permutations of ligands are denoted as permutations of the numbers of
the topological positions of the corresponding model. The resulting permu-
tations of each coset are ordered lexicographically. In the following context,
the first element shalI represent its coset. This criterion is fixed arbitrarily.
A definite and consistent assignment is required in order to avoid cumber-
some comparisons of the complete cosets. Nevertheless, if it is necessary, the
whole cosets can be generated through the identity preserving permutations.

If some ligands of a monocentre are equivalent, there are additional
identity preserving permutations (aidp). These describe the interchange of
such ligands. Therefore, some cosets are combined, and the number of dif-
ferent stereoisomers m decreases. The number and the structure of these
stereoisomers and additional identity preserving permutations can be rec-
ognized automatically by analysing substitutional patterns and the relative
arrangements of the ligands. Generally, the number of the united cosets and
the additional identity preserving permutations can be different for each
new coset. Each stereoisomer is denoted as asingle permutation. The sub-
stitutional pattern is made out of the priorities of the ligands.

The algorithm is:

1. Copy the substitutional pattern to all representatives of the cosets,
and put it into a list L.

2. Get the first element of L and put this in a list L'. Construct the com-
plete coset by applying the identity preserving permutations to this
element.

3. Compare the coset with all elements of L.
4. Unite equivalent cosets, remove them from L, and generate the addi-

tional identity preserving permutations.
5. If there still exist more than two representatives go to step 2.
6. Place the last representative in L'.

In L' the number of the elements is the number of the different stereoi-
somers, and the stereoisomers can be visualized by the corresponding model.

TH
tetrahedral

Figure 8. Models of monocentres.

TE
trtgonal-btpyramtdal
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Let M be a monocentre with a trigonal bipyramidal skeleton. The ligands
are: LI>L2= A, L3= B, L4= C, L5= D. Thus it has the substitutional pattern
AABCD.For the determination of the identity preserving permutations, first
all ligands are regarded as distinguishable. The labelling of the positions of
the trigonal bipyramidal model and the distribution of the ligands are as
shown above. There exist 51 = 120 permutational isomers. The number of
the identity preserving permutations is 6. That means 6 outer rotations.
They divide the 120 permutational isomers into 20 cosets (stereoisomers).
The identity of two ligands in this example unites two cosets. Thus, there
exist 10 cosets/stereoisomers and for each coset one additional identity pre-
serving permutation. Further cosets can be united if for example isomerisa-
tions between two stereoisomers are allowed. The permutations of the ex-
ample are shown in the following table:

TABLE IV

The representatives and the idp of a trigonal bipiramidal model with the substitu-
tional pattern AABCD

Permutational Idp Cosets- Additional idp Cosets-
isomers stereoisomers stere oisomers

[1 2 3 4 5] [1 2 3 4 5] [1 2 3 5 4]
[1 2 3 5 4] [1 2 3 5 4] [1 2 3 5 4]
[1 3 2 4 5] [1 3 2 4 5] [3 2 1 4 5]
[1 2 5 4 3] [1 3 2 5 4] [3 2 1 4 5]

[1 4 2 3 5] [3 2 1 4 5]
[1 4 2 5 3] [3 2 1 4 5] [1 2 3 4 5]
[1 5 2 3 4] [3 2 1 4 5] [1 3 2 4 5]

[1 2 3 4 5] [1 5 2 4 3] [3 2 1 4 5] [1 3 2 5 4]
[1 245 3] [2 3 145] [3 2 1 4 5] [1 4 2 3 5]
[1 2 5 4 3] [2 3 1 5 4] [3 2 1 4 5] [1 4 2 5 3]
[2 1 3 5 4] [24 1 3 5] [3 2 145] [1 5 2 3 4]
[2 1 4 3 5] [24 1 5 3] [3 2 1 4 5] [1 5 2 4 3]
[2 1 543] [2 5 1 3 4] [3 2 1 4 5] [3 4 1 2 5]

[2 5 1 4 3] [3 2 1 4 5] [3 5 1 2 4]
[3 4 1 2 5] [1 2 3 5 4] [4 5 1 2 3]

[5 3 2 4 1] [34 1 5 2] [1 2 3 5 4]
[5 2 3 4 1] [3 5 1 2 4] [1 2 3 5 4]
[5 1 2 3 4] [3 5 1 4 2] [1 2 3 5 4]
[54 1 2 3] [4 5 1 2 3] [1 2 3 5 4]
-- - - ~- -. - - - -- - - - - - .-
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Different stereoisomers are denoted as permutations. A further specifi-
cation like chirality can follow.After analysing the monocentres they will be
recombined to the molecule. Also conformational isomers can be described.

The developed algorithms allow the computation of all cosets. They be-
long to the stereoisomers with a given monocentre and further identity pre-
serving permutations. This algorithm is not only suitable for comparing
identical ligands but also for analysing other relations of equivalence. An-
other advantage of these algorithms is that not only single molecules but
also ensembles of molecules and even libraries can be described and ana-
lyzed.

Accumulation of the representatives of the cosets

If a monocentre has ligands with identical priorities these ligands are
distinguishable if the resulting permutation is not found in the idps.

Let M be a monocentre with a trigonal bipyramidal skeleton and its li-
gands have the priorities 5, 4, 5, 12, 8 (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Model M.

These are taken to create the corresponding permutation. There exist
two permutations [2 1 3 5 4] and [3 1 2 5 4], because of the identical pri-
orities. The additional permutation (1 3) is not found in the idps and there-
fore we get two representatives of the cosets:

[2 1 3 5 4] => [1 2 3 4 5]
[3 1 2 5 4] => [1 3 2 4 5]

With [1 2 3 4 5] < [1 3 2 4 5] we get the new priority 5 for the axial and 6
for the equatorial ligand.
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Within groups of equivalent priorities this procedure is used to find inter-
dependent stereochemical properties like in 1,2,3-cyclopropantriol4 (Figure 10).

The equivalent monocentres A, B and Care calculated and the resulting
priorities are accumulated:

:W:'~Ta +
40H

Figure 10. Molecule 4.

TABLE V

Accumulation of the priorities in 4

Monoce . Priorities Accumulation
t Neighbours Permutations Representative ------------
nre ABC ABC

A 4BC7
3 1 14 [3 1 2 4] [1 2 3 4] 1 2 O 1 2

[3 2 14] [1 2 4 3]

B 47AC
34 1 1 [34 1 2] [1 2 3 4] 1 2 1 1 4

[3 4 2 1] [1 2 4 3]

C 4AB7
3 1 14 [3 1 2 4] [1 2 3 4] 1 2 2 3 4

[3 2 1 4] [1 2 4 3]

The new priorities in 4 are A = 1, B = 2 and C = 3. This leads to new
priorities for the whole molecule.

The calculation of the stereoisomer 5 (Figure 11) is:

40~H 40H ~OH
C A

7 1 B 7

7

Figure 11. Molecule 5.
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TABLE VI

Accumulation of the priorities in 5

Mono- Priorities Accumulation
centre Neighbours Permutations Representative

A B C A B C
A 4BC7

3 1 14 [3 1 2 4] [1 2 3 4] 1 2 O 1 2
[3 2 1 4] [1 2 4 3]

B 47A~
3 1 14 [3 1 2 4] [1 2 3 4] 2 1 2 1 3

[3 2 1 4] [1 2 4 3]

C 4AB7
3 1 14 [3 1 2 4] [1 2 3 4] 1 2 3 3 3

[3 2 1 4] [1 2 4 3]

The (new) priorities in 5 are A = 1, B = 1 and C = l.
A procedure for the accumulation of the priorities is created. Thus, it is

possible to determine an absolute stereochemical descriptor even for mole-
cules where the stereochemistry of asingle atom depends on the stereo-
chemistry of another atom.

CONCLUSION

Away to analyse and describe stereochemical properties of molecules is
found. Grouptheoretical methods are applicable because the stereochemical
informations are noted as permutations. If one stereoisomer is found the
other stereoisomers can be created and described easily.

The mentioned algorithms are implemented in Pascal. Data of molecules
can be taken from programs like ALCHEMY,HYPERCHEM, etc ..
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SAZETAK
Topologija i teorija grupa-oruda za odredivanje stereokemije molekula

Stefan Reichelt, Antje Reichelt, Nicole Muller i Ivar Ugi

Pronadena je osnova za definitivnu notaciju molekula, koja ukljucuje i dinarni-
cka stereokemijska te konformacijska svojstva, Topoloski i grupno-teorijski pristup
omogucio je definitivan opis molekula i laku karakterizaciju njihovih stereokemij-
skih svojstava.




